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Financial inclusion is recognised as a crucial link and a substantial first

step towards achieving inclusive growth. Financial inclusion is a

provision to the excluded – either individuals or groups to have access to

financial services on a regular basis. It can be broadly defined as

delivery of financial services at an affordable cost to the vast sections of

disadvantaged and low income groups. But to promote growth, financial

inclusion has to move from “opening an account” in the Bank, to regular

savings and finally to a relationship which enables the borrower to

access loans on a regular basis. It has to ensure that the poor are regular

customers who regularly access banks for financial services.

































We don't take any loans from Banks, we are scared to go to the bank even to deposit and

withdraw money. It is very crowded. We go to bank at 11.00 clock and come back sometimes

at 3. 00 o' clock or sometimes at 5.00 o' clock. Nobody gets pension in the village. Pradhan

has taken something in written and he has also taken our photographs. They say because I

have 3 sons ,I will not get it .I have gone to pradhan ,I even took women of our group but no

one listens to us. We have seen many difficulties and we have not got anything from the

government. But other places (nearby districts) has developed like anything. There are road,

bathrooms and everything is constructed and they also get widow pension and old age

pension ...they are getting 1800 for 6 months”.

 - Women leader ,60 years,  Jaunpur



“No govt scheme reaches here... PEHLE BADASHER KHAYEGA, YAHAME DEGA?

First, the person who has the power eats away everything, it doesn't reach us. I do not

even have a ration card. We are going to vote this time and we will get the person from

our caste; he will do something for us, and not the person who is from the higher

caste. If we all come together, only then something can happen. There is no hospital,

no job card, NREGA, no govt land and even the postoffice is in the other village.

People die because of this. They make job cards for their own people mostly. They 

make us sign for 30 days job and give us money for 10 days and take away the rest of

the money.

Once I had gone to take the money of pension... Rs 1800 you get in 6 months... I have

been told that there is no file, it is lost. I fought with them and asked when all your files

are here and why only mine is lost. I told him that I would burn every thing and then he

took out the pass book from the cupboard. And also if we take one lakh loan we have

to give 20,000 as commission to them, then why should we go to the bank”.

- Women leader, 40 years, Sant Ravidas Nagar.



Many Women leader expressed enthusiastically that the SHGs have successfully established a firm

ground for their empowerment. They said it has given them a space to express themselves, and address

socio-economic challenges. It has succeeded in creating a group-feeling among them, has enhanced

their confidence and capabilities by helping them to take collective decisions and encouraging the habit of

saving. They also remarked that SHG has introduced them to a different world

Women feel that participation in a SHG has been beneficial for most of them since they believe that they
have a place now for their savings as well as an access to small credits from the group in comparison to
the bank loans. It allows them to borrow in the slack periods of income generation. It has reduced their
vulnerability considerably due to the developed habit of savings. It has enabled the women to contribute
to household income to build upon their assets. In certain areas it has increased their ability to combat
disease through better nutrition, housing and health. As a result, they feel they have better control over
decisions that affect their lives. It has contributed considerably to a reduced dependency on informal
money lenders and other non institutional sources.

“ Samooh (SHG) ne 

hamari zindagi badal di”

Women leader,

45 years, Sant Ravidas Nagar.



According to the women leaders, many SHG women hold meetings regularly to discuss their

current achievements or seek solutions to current problems. They admit that as they lack

awareness of issues like income generation, expansion of business; benefits of existing

government schemes, advantages of holding accounts etc., they mainly discuss about the deposit

of their weekly or monthly savings into the bank and remitting some amount towards loan

instalment and interest once a month.So they talk about requirement of loans and how they can

economically support each other etc. With an ease of conversation, they also come together and

discuss matters relating to emergency, disaster, and social issues. They said that they have

begun to understand that saving money is crucial to their overall financial strength.

On the downside, during the study it was observed that while members were usually able to
provide figures of total savings and total SHG loans outstanding, they were not able to provide
figures for profits earned from their income generational entrepreneurial activities. They are
hoping that some income generating interventions will come and graduate them to a different
level. Their involvement also did not translate to their being reasonably knowledgeable with the
financial status of their SHGs.

“Our knowledge and awareness has increased after joining the group. I used to be
scared of the banks but now I am not scared to open an account and I can manage
to do all the operations of the bank. When I took the SHG training I started helping
my husband and used to explain him about the things I learnt about the bank.... he
used to tell me that you have gone ahead of me”. – Women leader, 36 years,
Jaunpur





“I don't know what facility we want from the bank. But we will take a loan only if we can

repay it.Every one should come out and talk freely without getting scared of anyone

or anything. I am ready to go with anyone who ever wants help. I have learnt

everything by seeing and observing.” -

Women leader, 55 years, Sant Ravidas Nagar

















The voices from the side of supply matched several of the

issues that were raised by the voices from the women leaders.

The constraints and challenges faced emerged as gaps that

need to be addressed so that expectations of both sides of each

other and of the formal financial system can be met.
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Mobile or doorstep banking through barefoot bankers from the 

community or linking with existing facilitating non governmental

organizations and MFIs can build synergistic linkages across

groups working in the field for poverty alleviation and make a

larger impact than isolated effect in geographical pockets.

There is need for a parallel advocacy campaign where the

banks are projected as being 'Partners of the Poor'. This

campaign should also be evidence based for which primary and

preliminary in depth research is needed. This advocacy

campaign is linked to the one with women leaders then the

move to take forward financial inclusion through women leaders

in microfinance will be more effective.
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It is undoubtedly difficult to change structural power nexuses that have

deep historical origins. This requires political will and policy initiatives.

Advocacy campaigns can assist in impressing upon the value of financial

inclusion and can be so designed that there is a benefit for bankers and

the poor. However if it is seen that such inclusion will empower the poor

and challenge existing power structures then it may not have a desired

effect. Hence advocacy campaigns for and about financial inclusion

should be participatory and socially inclusive. Behaviour change

communication can be used to wisely design such campaigns.
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The Board of Director of ISMW comprises:

Mrs. Ela R. Bhatt (Chairperson) - Founder FWWB (India) and SEWA.

Ms. Jayshree Vyas (Executive Director) – Managing Director of SEWA

Bank.

Ms. Vijaylakshmi Das (Trustee) - Chief Executive officer FWWB (India).

Ms. Mary Coyle (Director) – Vice President and Director Coady

International Institute, Canada

Ms. Nancy Barry (Director) Independent consultant – (Ex President

Women's World Banking).

Mr. J. Rajashekharan -Country Business Manager, Global Consumer 

Group CITI India.
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6.2 List of the Districts/Villages in the pilot
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6.3 Focus Group Discussions
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6.4 List of the Women interviewed
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UNDP United Nations Development Programme 

UNDAF United Nations Development Assistance Framework 

SC Scheduled Caste

ST             Scheduled Tribes

BPL Below-the-poverty line 

MFI Microfinance Institution

SHG          Self Help Group

FGD          Focus Group Discussion

SHG          Self Help Group 

UNICEF    United Nations Children's Emergency Fund

BAP          Bal Adhikaar Pariyojana

JLG           Joint Liability Group

NREGA     National Rural Employment Guarantee Act

ISMW        Indian School of Microfinance for Women
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